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CAUTION:
Sunshine, chlorine and weathering may cause colours to fade and/or bleed onto other surfaces.
Fabric fading can indicate loss of strength. A weathered pfd could tear easily, resulting in a loss
of flotation material. If faded, check strength or discontinue use.
DO NOT
DO NOT
WARM
CARE INSTRUCTIONS
BLEACH
IRON
HAND WASH
Wash in warm soapy water after use. Dry thoroughly.
Store in dry ventilated position away from direct sunlight and harmful chemicals.
Check PFD Regularly to ensure it is in good working condition.
WARNING!
DO NOT
DO NOT
Damp, wet and humid environments can limit the service life of automatic cartridges. Never leave
DRYCLEAN
TUMBLE DRY
Automatic Lifejackets in such conditions it is likely they will activate unexpectedly. Should this
occur the lifejacket must be serviced and then stored in an alternative more suitable location.
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(VELCRO CLOSURE)

Using the fold lines 1 to 4 as a guide, fold sides
of bladder under and close velcro at sides ensuring
pull cord is exposed once closed.

Using fold lines 5 & 6 as a guide, fold top of bladder over
and close velcro at top of cover to complete the repacking.

5.

6.

7.

8.

(ZIP CLOSURE)

(COMPACT WAIST BELT)

Fold the bladder in half from top to bottom and
fold the oral tube down.

Move Zippers to velcro tab and close velcro at side
ensuring pull cord placed in velcro split once closed.
Using the fold lines 1 & 2 as a guide, fold left side of
bladder under. Close both zippers on left side
Using fold lines 3 & 4 as a guide fold right side of bladder
under. Then fold top of bladder over (fold lines 5 & 6) and
close zip to secure bladder and complete the operation.

5.

6.

Roll the bladder up on the right side ensuring service
grid is visible. Roll the left side in the same way.
8.

5.

7.
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Place the bladder back in the bag and close zipper.
Ensure indicator and service grid are visible through window.
Pull cord will also be enclosed. PFD must be removed from
bag to operate.
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